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‘The Cabinet of Dr Caligari captures in essence, the ideals of Expressionism 

more fully than Nosferatu.’ Discuss. 

 

Throughout the 1920s in Germany, Expressionism had a tremendous significance for 

the establishment of new techniques of story telling and camerawork amongst many 

other things. There are numerous interpretations of events in the films: Expressionism 

effectively questions honesty of classic narrative cinema; however, some debate that 

the illogical sets, sense of time and the lack of realism in general become delusional 

and irrational, whereas modernists dispute that the classic narrative pictures don’t 

resemble actual life either. 

 

Robert Wiene’s The Cabinet of Dr Caligari and F.W. Murnau’s Nosferatu were two 

of the first Expressionist films, directed and produced in Germany, the films were hits 

throughout Germany, then Europe and eventually the US. With the integration of 

warped acting in both films (mainly in Nosferatu), wonky set design (mainly in 

Caligari) and use of lighting, they became incredibly interesting films to observe.  

 

Relating back to the statement, I would agree in saying that Caligari captures the 

ideals of Expressionism more fully than Nosferatu. Although Nosferatu is 

cinematically more advanced in the majority of textbook techniques, Caligari 

becomes superior for this particular convention due to its abstract set design 

throughout Francis’ ‘fantasy world’, which occurs throughout 90% of the film. This 

includes scenes with slanted houses, an interesting lineal use; (when Francis is in the 

courtyard at the asylum for example. Similarly, in Nosferatu, lines are used on the 

ship to vertically enlarge Count Orlock: this is to make him seem unnaturally tall and 

thus is an expressionist feature.) an intriguing animation style overall. Nosferatu, on 

the other hand, doesn’t use as many odd vivacious designs like Caligari, but does 

have some fascinating urban settings: for example, the eerie Castle (Nosferatu’s or 

Count Orlock’s home) doesn’t really have realistic elements. It’s incredibly clever, 

but unsettling, how the character Nosferatu, when he reveals his true form in the 

Castle, fits perfectly in the tall-narrow doorways with his strange movements and, 

what seems to be, frail physique.  

 

The use of Lighting is crucial for Expressionism. Shadows are used more than 

frequently in both films: notoriously in Nosferatu, when Count Orlock is climbing the 

stairs to the femme fatales bedroom to feed (we only see the shadow of his outsized 

nose, his hunchback and his lengthy reaching fingers). Interestingly, Dr. Caligari, also 

the ‘evil’ character, is portrayed by shadows a lot of the time: this is done 

cinematically to make the characters enlarged and even creepier than if it was just 

their natural form.  

 

The pictures are comparable in various aspects; for instance, Count Orlock reins 

others and seemingly has control over genuine matter, similarly, Dr. Caligari has rule 

over the Somnambulist. Although it seems that Count Orlock beholds greater power 

than Dr. Caligari (a regular man) by being unnatural – an immortal so to speak – 

Caligari is still far more expressionist with his power to manage his minion. The 

Somnambulists house with Caligari, his costume and the way he can merge with 

shadows are all apparent by capturing in essence, the ideals of Expressionism more 

fully than Nosferatu. Additionally, the attitude towards authority is similar: they are 

portrayed as lazy and useless. 
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Remarkably, the classic narrative movies employ several of the same techniques of 

expressionism: when the Somnambulist, in Caligari, is kidnapping the femme fatale, 

he is, as always, clothed all in black and she is contrastingly dressed in white. This is 

to demonstrate the dissimilarity between the good and the evil. The same thing was 

done in Nosferatu when Count Orlock was feeding on the femme fatale. In many 

ways Nosferatu is a better film to study, however, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari 

exceeds in expressionism with its tainted scenery and the way in which all of the 

characters are portrayed. I would say that Nosferatu is superior in the way that it 

sticks to the expressionism, because in Caligari it finishes as Francis, the one who 

truly is insane, not Dr. Caligari, and at the point we establish this tremendous twist, 

the set seems to become instantly more ordinary. 


